
Attachment informed 
practice 

How to tickle tortoises 
and get dancing mice to 

dance swing 
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Bowlby’s definition 

”I am using attachment to mean a pattern 
of behaviour which is care-seeking and 

care-eliciting from an individual who feels 
they are less capable of dealing with the 
world than the person to whom they are 

seeking care.” 
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Atatchment bonds? 
«An attachment is one of a sub-set of bonds which tie an 
individual to another individual, binding them together in 
space and enduring over time.» 

Mary Main, Berkeley university 

Can developmental processes can give rise to something 
like this? 

Vs  

Bonds reflecting a dynamic maturation characterised by 
adaptation – «transactional psychology» Dynamic 
Maturational Model of attachment and adaptation = DMM. 

Attention to where VIP is, and their availability, looks like a 
bond. 
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Attachment theory is no longer about 

• Strong or weak bonds 

• Better or worse attachments 

• Something you get in childhood and have for 
life 

• Attachment disorders 

– Although we shall try and link to them. 
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Spinoza (1632-1677) 

Conatus statements: 

”… of necessity all living organisms endeavor to 
preserve themselves without conscious 
knowledge of the undertaking and without 
having decided, as individual selves, to undertake 
anything.” p. 79 

”The striving by which each thing strives to 
persevere in its being is nothing but the essence 
of the thing.” p. 36 

from Damsio (2003) Looking for Spinoza: Joy, sorrow and the feeling brain.  
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And reproduction 

Handling danger, and getting comfortable 
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“If a community values its children 

it must cherish their parents”.  

Bowlby, 1951 
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”Ora na azu nwa.” Igbo kultur, Nigeria 

It takes a community to raise a child.  
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A biopsychosocial theory 

• Coherent with current understanding of 
– gene/environment interactions 

– epigenetic processes 

– ’experience expectant’ and ’experience 
dependant’ processes which shape brain structure 

– balance between transmitters in brain depending 
on processes which determine attachment 
strategies 
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It is the result of our adaptation to the 
contingencies we meet when in need. 

 

These set our predispositions to respond in 
particular ways when needing things of other 
people. 

 

The responses look like bonds which are good or 
bad, weak or strong. 

 

Attachment should be seen in information 
processing terms, with biases in perception through 
what has not been acknowledged or has been 
punished. Simon R Wilkinson 10 30th October 2015 



To live is to manage our 
dependency. 

Life is a hazardous 

project. 
Symptoms enable survival through 

«transactions» with various VIPs. 
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The «ideal» patient 

• Presents with a smile 

• Does all we ask of her 

• But if asked how she is replies (truthfully):      
«I don’t know». 

• Yet may well have inexplicable somatic 
complaints 

• On admission she makes no fuss 

• May well idealise her treatment team on 
discharge, even if no better 

Type A 
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The «pain in the neck» patient 

• Meets you with a grunt or open hostility 

• Alternatively histrionic fearfulness 

• Querulous, expecting you to know what the 
matter is – otherwise you are stupid (given the 
exaggerated display of her discomfort) 

• Termination of admission is often seen as 
coming too early, and there may well be 
threats or escalating symptoms to prevent 
discharge 
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Sister, 
sister!! I 
can still 
feel that 
bl… pea! 

C 



A B C 
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With your neighbour: 
Choose either an ideal or pain-in-
the-neck patient. 

Discuss  

1) what is the patient probably 
keeping hidden from the therapist, 

2) how are you similar to the 
patient. 
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How did these patients end up there? 

• The «ideal» = Type A 

• The «pain» = Type C 

 

• Illness career – doing more of what they did 
before, unable to chance something different 
– Brain structure prioritises old tried reaction 

patterns 

– Often maintained by the health service response 
• Type A gets too short treatment 

• Type C gets treatment for too long  
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”Dis-ease” 

Attributed                             –      ’Sickness’  

Eperienced                            –       ’Illness’ 

Demonstrable types 1 & 2  – ‘Disease/disorder’  

Challenges                              –  ’Predicament’  

 
Patients suffer (from Latin ’patior’) with their 

experience of illness, not necessarily of a 
demonstrable disorder or disease. 
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Sickness 
Attributed 

”You are sick/ hyper/ down hearted” 

Something counts as sickness for a child if it 
has influenced his relationship to another 
important person – and been labelled sickness 

◦ For adults: when one is excused the normal 
expectations of a social or work role because of 
sickness 

 Children depend on parents’ repertoire in attributing 
sickness, and parental sensitivity to signals. 
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Illness 

• Experienced 

• ”I feel as if I have no legs”. 
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Disease/Disorder 

Observed 

”He has a known disease” 

 ’Expert’ finds pathognomonic signs corresponding 
to the disease (type 1 = disease)  

Or collection of symptoms and signs, without an 
identifying pathologic process (type 2 = disorder). 
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«I went to the doctor with a 
problem, I came out with a 

disease.» 
Groucho Marx 
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Treatment alliance predicts outcome 
Change the focus 

From: 

• What is wrong with the patient?  

to 

• What is important for the patient?   
– Function from the patient’s perspective, rather 

than pathology 

– Especially important in psychiatry which treats 
disorders 

– Related to attachment strategy 
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Predicament 

• Acknowledged 

• An uncomfortable/difficult condition/situation 
which has to be lived with 
– Or, if dangerous, escaped from 

• Course of a disease/ congenital abnormalities/ 
depressed parents/ genetic vulnerabilities / 
violence at home 
 
But if your parent is unable to acknowledge your 
distress, how can you solve your predicament? 
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’Stress’  

• Physiology 

• Behaviour 

• Subjective experience 

• Words available about feelings 

• What you choose to share about your emotions 

 

We should not expect them to be coherent 
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Action speaks,  

words just make noise. 
Rowan Atkinson tweet 
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Subjectivity is like reading a 
sundial with a pocket torch. 

Piet Hein 
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«Transactional psychology» and 
developmental psychopathology 

The focus needs to be on how we have 
developed to react with a regular pattern 
which leads to 

”…disappearance of the distinction between mental 
illness and mental health, the need to look at the 
pattern of adaptation rather than personality traits, 
and the powerful influences of the social world on 
the individual’s development. Current theory places 
deviancy in the dynamic relationship between people 
and their contexts.” 

 

Sameroff, 2000. Center for Human Growth and Development, Michigan 
30th October 2015 Simon R Wilkinson 28 



Child 
Microsystem - family Microsystem - school 

Mesosystem – family/school 

Macrosystem - culture 

Exosystem – father’s 
workplace 

Exosystem – 
education dept. 
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Information 

The only information we have is from the past. 

The only information we need is about the 

future. 

We adapt information from the past in self-

relevant ways to anticipate the future. 

◦Maximise self-protection 

◦ Reproductive opportunity. 
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• Knows no fears, 

• Knows no danger, 

• Knows nothing. 
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Brain development 

• Experience expectant mechanisms 
– Over production followed by «pruning» of unused synapses 

• Experience dependent mechanisms 
– Repeat activation of groups of neurones 

• lower threshold for activation  
• synapse development 
• can activate the genome or repack the genome (epigenetics) so genes are 

read differently 

• Memory as change in chance of activating a neuronal 
network 

• Long term potentiation (LTP) 

Brain structure unique for each individual and reflects their experience 
– and so their attachment strategies 
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Memory 

• How the past affects the future 

• Basis of our ability to protect ourselves from 

danger 

• Basis for competent social interaction 

– Mind-reading and attributing intention 

– Strategic use of other people when in need                   

= Attachment strategy 
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• Leads to prioritising of some perceptions over 
others 
– Some signals will not reach consciousness 

 

There is no such thing as immaculate 
perception 
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Memory systems 

Implicit memory 

 Earliest learning 
o Pre-birth 

 Preconscious 
◦ With reactivation → no 

remembering, no time aspect 
or self-reflection. 

• Identification of repeating 
patterns.  

• Ideal for fast self-protective 
response.  

 

Explicit memory 

 First effects from about 1,5 
yr 

 Enables reflection on own 
actions and new conscious 
learning 
◦ Necessary for strategic planning 

 Retrieval depends on 
context 

 Conscious or Unconscious 
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Implicit learning 

• Learn sequences which help predict future 
consequences 
DMM labels as Cognition (learn Contingencies) 

• Strength of stimulus used to evaluate danger 
Associated with unfocussed feeling of comfort/distress 

Affect 
 

• Integration: accurate Cognition + accurate Affect 

balanced Type B attachment 
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Results in … 

• Imprinting 

• Conditioned reflexes 
– ’Respondents’ in contrast to ’operants’ 

• Habits 

• Elements in non-verbal communication 
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Working models of relationships 

Preconscious expectations about: 
- Level of implicit memory 

 Behaviour of self and other in given context 
 Others accept of you 
 Emotional availability 
 Ability of others to 
◦ Protect you 
◦ Help you reduce arousal 

Created in the moment as a perceptual bias 
combined with disposition to act in a particular 
way 

= Dispositional representations 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS3iB47nQ6
E&feature=player_embedded 
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Dispositional representations 

in action. 
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Perceptuo-affective implicit memory 

• See/experience what you expect to see/hear etc 
• Conditioned emotional responses 

 (distinguish between emotions in preconscious, and 
conscious feelings – Damasio) 

• Affective memory 
– Secondary to signals from 

1. External milieu 
2. Internal milieu – bodily signals 

”Emotional memory can not be unlearnt” 
       LeDoux 
”The human organism knows more than a person’s minded-body” 
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We don’t see things as they are, we 
see things as we are. 

Anaïs Nin 1969 
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And your children know more 
about you than you know about 

yourself, 

But they can’t tell you what 
they know. 
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The phenomenal power of the 

human mind      
 

I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was 
rdanieg 

The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid! Aoccdrnig to a 
rsceearchr at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht 

oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht 
the frist and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a 
taotl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is 

bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but 
the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh? Yaeh, and I awlyas thought 

slpeling was ipmorantt. 
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Consequences for development and 
treatment 

• Role of cortex (espy. frontal lobe) and conscious choice 

– What reaches working memory? 

• ’Regression’ when frontal lobe not functioning 
optimally 
– return to earlier dispositions – working models of 

relationships,  

– attachment behaviour becomes less strategic 
• Alcohol dissolving frontal lobe function! mm 

– Impulsive speedy self-protective responses 

 Curiosity, motivation and repetition important for 
new learning 
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Verdens største 

Misanthropic gruk 

 

At appelére           To appeal 

Til fornuften         to commonsense 

Er verdens største     is the biggest mishit  

Slag i luften.         in the world 

 
Piet Hein, 1940 
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No bond! 

Very “strong” 



Berkeley model vs DMM model 

• Main vs Crittenden – «war!» 

• Both Ainsworth PhD students 

• Ainsworth’s correspondence with Bowlby on their 
work analysed by R Duschinsky and S Landa 

• M & C use disorganisation in different ways – and 
Ainsworth changed her use over time! 

• I will refer to A, B, C, A/C, AC, Dp, Utr, Ul, and ina! – 
and not to Ds (dismissing), E (preoccupied), F (autonomous), D 
(disorganised).  
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DMM           &       Berkeley theories 

• Danger organises 

• Pattern= self-protective 
strategies 

• Strengths based 

• Multiple DRs 

• Pattern becomes more 
complex during 
development 

• Several forms assoc. with 
maladjustment 

• Definitions based on 
interpersonal processes 
 

 

• Danger disorganises 

• Pattern= state of mind in 
relation to attachment 

• Based on what’s missing 

• Simple working model of 
relationships 

• Pattern tends to be the same 
throughout life 

• Disorganised-Cannot Classify 
for maladjustment 

• Defined on surface form 
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DMM           &       Berkeley theories 

• Continuity across generations – 
also reversal of insecure pattern 

• Strategies = information 
processing 

• Dimensions of information 
processing 

• All experience contributes to 
current functioning 

• Adjustment - people in context  

• Focus  - flexibility during 
development 

• Sexuality and procreation 
 

• Continuity in both secure and 
insecure patterns across 
generations 

• Role of information processing not 
defined 

• Categorical classification 

• Past defines current functioning 

• Safety initially between two 
people then psychologically 

• Focus - early determinism 

• Sexuality not included 
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Difference DMM and Berkeley approaches 

• Rauh, H., Ziegenhain, U., Muller, B. & Wijnroks, L. (2000) ‘Stability 
and Change in Infant-Mother Attachment in the Second Year of Life’ 
in The Organization of Attachment Relationships, Cambridge: CUP 
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At 21 months, 
lower-middle class 
sample 

Berkeley system DMM 

B 39 13 

A 2 23 

C 2 30 

D: 29 A/C: 2 

Insecure Other 6 

See Crittenden & Newman (2010) Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 15, 433-
51. for DMM vs Berkeley in relation to Emotional unstable personality. 
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False Affect                                False Cognition 

Cognition 

(Type A) 

Affect 

(Type C) 

Integrated False Information 

(Type AC) 

Integrated True Information 

(Type B) 

B3 
B1-2 B4-5 

A1-2 

A3-4 

A7-8 

A5-6
 

C7-8 

C5-6 

C3-4 

C1-2 

AC 

A Dynamic-Maturational Model  

of Patterns of Attachment in Adulthood 

 

Copyright: Patricia M. Crittenden, 2001 

True Cognition                                                                                       True Affect 

A/C 

Ds E 

F 

D   og   CC 

dvs A = Ds, B = F, C = E in Berkeley 
ABC+D system. CC not required 



They all have a strategy until 
they get hit. 

Mike Tyson 
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Utr 
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Crying as first contribution to  
language of illness 

Parents need to identify that something is ‘up’ 
with their child 

• Disease 

• Emotional disturbance 

• Normal variation 

– Tired 

– Hungry etc 
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Distress 

• Meaning created interpersonally 
– Emotions provided with feeling labels 

• Signalises «undifferentiated» need with room 
for interpretation 

• When need is met, arousal reduced 
– Functions strategic 

– Crocodile tears 

• Appearance vs Reality 
– Negative intentions and emotions often hidden 
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Managing arousal 

Depends on VIP… 
• Availability 
• Sensitivity 
• Acknowledgement 
• Cooperation 
• Distinguishes between own and others feelings 

 
• Prevented by ignoring, insensitivity, rejection, 

intrusion according to own premises – not 
distinguishing between own and other’s feelings.  
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Feedback 

Amplifier 

mars 2013 67 

«noise» 
from 
child’s 
behaviour 

VIP or Dr 
attribute 
meaning to 
observations 

What turns up parents amplifier (or 
therapists anxiety)? 

Process can lead to 

‘feedback’.  

Solution - turn down 

amplifier OR increase 

distance between 

microphone and speaker 

(eg admission). 

 

Speakers and 

microphone part of 

same system. 
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Secure/Balanced attachment (Type B) 

Depends on parents who: 

• Interact with reciprocal non-verbal signals 

• Take perspective of the other – do not loose 
own perspective 

• Take responsibility for regulating the 
relationship 

• Show «compassion» when others are out-of-
sorts 
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What a caregiver doesn’t 
recognise in her child,  

the child will probably not 
recognise in herself. 
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Phases in development of attachment:  
the first 2-3 yrs 

 < 15 m. Attachment behaviour 

 15+ m. Attachment strategies 

30+ m.   Goal corrected partnerships 

 NOT goal directed partnership 

 

Strategy can change with puberty, different 
school, marriage, birth of child, etc 
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Distress and use of VIP 

B – predictable that VIP helps reduce distress 

A – predictable that approach to VIP increases 
distress 

 Inhibit affect 

C – unpredictable changes in distress 

Activated emotions which they have difficulties 
regulating 
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Type B infants manage longest periods of 
arousal, also whilst in social interaction 

Type A infants learn to inhibit high negative 
arousal, and avoid feeling  

The quiet ’good’ infants 

Type C infants retain their high negative arousal 
for long periods, and monitor it continually. 

  irritable demanding infants 
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Type A 

• Predictable lack of response 

• Hurtful response 

• Discordant response 

– Behaviour, facial expression, words, prosody. 
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Royalty 

«An ugly baby is a very nasty 
object – and the prettiest is 
frightful when undressed – ‘till 
about four months: in short as 
long as they have their big body 
and little limbs and that terrible 
frog-like action.» 
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A lady who shared a bed with her mother until ca 18yrs 



Mothers’ brain responses to own vs. 

unknown baby: Prefrontal cortex 

Type A  Type B  
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Mothers’ brain response to own vs. 

unknown baby: Ventral striatum 
Type A  Type B 

No Ventral 

Striatum 

activation 
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Revealing affect 

• Type A: response to crying/negative affect 
experienced as rejection/punishment.  

• Learn not to display crying/negative affect. 

• Relation to VIP more harmonious. 

• Process leads to separation of bodily 
experiences from feelings. 

• False positive affect. 
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The jokers? 
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But there is nothing 
to smile about. 
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Deception 

i. Lie – know that you are the source of the lie 

ii. Self-deception – it comes from you, but you 
are unaware of this 

iii. Planned deception – planned misleading 

iv. Involving and reciprocal deception – regulate 
what everyone gets to know so that they 
draw the wrong conclusions. 
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With age one gets better at deception 
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Type B infants manage longest periods of arousal, 
also whilst in social interaction 

Type A infants learn to inhibit high negative 
arousal, and avoid feeling it 

The quiet ’good’ infants 

Type C infants retain their high negative arousal 
for long periods, and monitor it continually. 

  irritable demanding infants 
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Type A 

Avoid negative affect – predictable that they disturb 
relation to others 

 
 Strategy: do the «right» things 
 Safe: 
◦ Do what is right from the perspective of powerful others 

 Avoid making mistakes 

 Dangerous: 
◦ Do what you want for yourself 
◦ Show true affect 
◦ Take your own perspective 
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A tortoise can’t take a 
step forwards without 
sticking it’s head out. 
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Type A  
 Idealise VIP     or        Blame himself 

• Take responsibility for 
things going wrong 

• Depend on VIPs feedback 
– take responsibility to 

reduce conflict with VIPs 

• Compulsive 
compliance/subservience 

–Compulsive performance 

• Promiscuous 
– without intimacy 

• Excuse VIP their 
shortcomings 

–Little room to develop 
awareness of what they 
are 

 
 
 

• Compulsive caregiving 
• Self-sufficient 
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Odd numbered Even numbered 
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happy 

angry thoughtful 

low 

excited 
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Type B infants manage longest periods of arousal, 
also whilst in social interaction 

Type A infants learn to inhibit high negative 
arousal, and avoid feeling it 

The quiet ’good’ infants 

Type C infants retain their high negative arousal 
for long periods, and monitor it continually. 

  irritable demanding infants 
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Type C 

• VIP exaggerates response or minimal response. 

• Unpredictable intermittent reinforcement of 
crying/negative affect. 

• Resistant to terminating the behaviour. 

• Mixed anger, fear, or desire for comfort → mixed 
motivations. 

• Child confuses VIP. 

• Child finds it difficult to calm down. 
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Type C 
• Organises around affect attached to her situation 

– Acts on basis of increased probabilities in threatening 
situations 

• Struggles with temporal order. Intermittent 
reinforcement of behaviour. 
– Episode’s sequences recounted in fragments 
– Note affect which characterises situation 

• Facts (semantic memory) are a challenge,  
– Oscillates between different choices 

• Often speaks in pictures and metaphors 
• Affects drive strategy, high arousal, focus on 

current threats to access to those who could be 
forced to meet her needs → undercontrol state. 
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Type C response to threat 
• Exaggerated partial display of emotion 

• Predominantly fear/vulnerability - oscillates with anger 

• Predominantly anger - oscillates with fear/vulnerability 

• Presents lack of clarity in the total picture 

• Answers with emphasis on the affect which elicits greatest 
response – thus confusing self, parents and doctor 

• Behaviour forces a response 

• Neglect information about precipitating factors 

• See themselves as victims and others as responsible for finding 
a solution 

• Can be incorporated in family’s secondary gain and so appease 
parents – leading to problem maintenance 
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In dancing swing the lady 
has to be guided by the 

male, 

and he has to be 
predictable. 
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Type C  
 Exaggerate anger or Exaggerate fears and 

displays                      victim role 

 

• Feigned helpless 

• Seductive 

 

• Aggressive 

• Punitive 
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Odd numbered 
Type C 

Even numbered 
Type  C 

With possibility of changing to the other strategy if 
they don’t succeed within limit of their primary 
Type C strategy. 
Ie. Seductive can suddenly switch to Punitive. 



• Identify the affect which is least prominent. 

– Anger for feigned helplessness 

– Fear for the aggressive 

• Include the hidden/denied affect as if it was 
present in your transactions with the patient. 
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Type C 

Preoccupied with negative affect, unpredictable. 

 Strategy: be loyal to your feelings because they make the future most predicatble 

 Safe: 
◦ Use of split and exaggerated affect 

◦ Insist on own perspective, without negotiation, compromise or delay 

Dangerous:  
◦ Not keeping an eye on relationships 

◦ Allowing important people not to keep an eye on you 

◦ Believing others will do as they say 

◦ Compromise 

◦ Delay satisfaction 

◦ Not being in control 
30th October 2015 
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Nothing I do is my 

own fault. 

My family is dysfunctional. 

Mother and father give me no 

freedom, so I have never been 

able to realise myself. 
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My behaviour is only a reaction 

to an unhealthy family life. I 

need holistic treatment before I 

will admit to responsibility for 

my own actions. 

One of us needs to put his head in a 

bucket of ice cold water. 

I love the train of 

thought which 

makes everyone a 

victim. 



Attachment behaviour/strategies 

 Balanced Reserved Preoccupied 

Communication Open and direct Reticent Manoeuvering 

Sharing of 
feelings 

Open and direct Avoid/deny/ 
misleading 

Exaggerated and 
Partial display 

Negotiating Open and direct Rigid Threats, coy, 
helpless 

Coping Cognitive & 
affective 

Intellectual On guard for 
other’s affects 

Care Supportive. Teach 
strategeies 

Intrusive, false 
affect, withdrawn  

Unpredictable, 
anxious, guilty 

Style Resilient Self-contained Make someone 
else take 
responsibility 
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A B C 



Language style 

Balanced Reserved Preoccupied 

Show current 
discomfort, with 
details, for relatively 
strange people. 

Little sharing of 
distress. Usually after 
it has passed. Can be 
downplayed. 
 

Intruded negative 
affect [ina] 
Sudden display of 
overwhelming distress, 
incl. unexpected 
destructive aggressive 
outbursts. 

Exaggerated display of 
some discomfort. 
Functionality. 
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A B 

C 
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Symptoms which get attention 
thrive. 

 
The art of parenting/medicine is 

knowing which symptoms to 
ignore and which to notice - 

early. 
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Explaining your own behaviour 

Acceptable to VIP 

 ‘Truth’ –  less important 
◦ Depends on the costs of telling the truth 

• Tell VIP what they want/expect to hear and things 
improve 

A life history is created which clarifies personal 
motivation 

Biases in behaviour vary depending on activation 
of memory systems 
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We don’t live as we wish, 
but as we can. 

Menader (342-292 BC) 
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The first thing you 
need to learn is to 
be who you are, 
and not to be 
who you really 
are not. 

Baloo, Jungle book 
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Milieu therapists’/Drs’ personality is 
important 

X3 more important than using evidence based treatments for 
many conditions 

Luborsky et al 1985  

 
Personality = Attachment strategy x Factors from birth 
(1st yr) with trauma and loss 

Therapists’ strategies seen most easily when they are most 
challenged, and exposed to potential triggers of trauma/loss 
experience. 
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Personality 

Attachment x factors present at 
birth/infancy and/or later consequenses 
of trauma or loss 

 

◦ No genetic loading to attachment 

◦ Epigenetic components 

◦ Temperament and later pregnancy 

 

 Draft DSM-5: each dimension could be mapped onto 
attachment strategies 
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Each strategy shapes and distorts 
information in specific ways, 

At the same time each has access 
to truly predicitive information. 
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The possibilities 

• Truly predictive (things are as they appear to be). 

• Erroneous (seem to have meaning, but haven’t. Relied on 
as true. Arise as coincidences.) 

• Excluded (important information seen as if it didn’t matter, 
and discarded/forgotten) 

• Distorted (information is there, but has been minimised or 
exaggerated in order to anticipate what believes is needed 
in near future) 
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• Falsely predictive (somethings means the opposite of 
what it seemed to mean). 

• Denied 

• Delusional 

Crittenden & Landini, 2011 Assessing adult attachment. pp.52-5 
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Appearance ≠ Reality 



Confidence in memory has no 
relation to the veracity of those 

memories. 
 

With history taking check statements (semantic) 
against confirmed memories for events (all 
senses accessible – episodic memory)  
identifies idealisation and scapegoating. 
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Information processing 

Age Affect Cognition 

Type A Type C Type A Type C 

Infant Omit negative 
affect 

Omit temporal 
information 

Preschool Falsify positive 
affect 

Distort 
negative affect 

School age Distort 
temporal 
information 

Falsify causal 
information 

AND Truly predictive cognitive or affective information  
         Erroneous conclusions due to coincidence 
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Evidence and Intuition 

• Type A demands evidence 

• Type C relies on intuition and experience 
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Type A 

• Organised around 
cognition 

• Take other’s perspective 

• Write off own 

• Preoccupied with others 

• Exaggerated importance of 
prediction 

• Minimalise 
problems/symptoms 

• Distanced to past 

Type C 

• Organised around affect 

 

• Take own perspective 

• Write off other’s  

• Preoccupied with self 

• Ignore importance of 
cognition 

• Emphasise importance of 
problems/symptoms 

• Preoccupied with past 
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Type A 

• Predictable  

• Words – keep distance 

• Primarily satisfies others 

• Compulsions 

• Inhibit negative affect 

• False positive affect 

• Careful 

• Shame 

• Look for certainty 

• Compliant 

• «Promiscuous» without 
intimacy 

Type C 

• Unpredictable  

• Words – involving 

• Primarily satisfies self 

• Obsessions 

• Exaggerates negative affect 

• Splits and alternates affects 

• Challenging 

• Blames others 

• Takes risks 

• Aggressive/Submissive 

• Seductive 
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Keeping cool or Blowing your top 

• Type A inhibit affects instead of regulating 
them 

• Type C exaggerate affects in the hope that 
others will regulate them for them 
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Treatment alliance 

• With parents 

– What have they seen? 

• With the child 

– What has she experienced? 

• With colleagues 

– What diagnoses are they concerned about? 

• «The problems of the referring person» 

– What role has the person «bought» in the system? 
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Treatment 

• Health professionals need range of ways to 
understand patients’ strategies. 

• As and Cs need different intervention strategies. 
• Note the form as well as content 

– What kinds of transformation of information are being 
used? 

– What is not available for reflection? – affect, cognition, 
trauma/loss 

– Is the primary focus on self or other? 

• Health professionals need to know own strategy. 
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Modifying Bowlby’s 5 treatment 
tasks 

1. Ensure safe from danger 

2. Focus on the establishment and maintenance of 
relationships with identification of the repeating 
interaction patterns 

3. What is repeated in the relationship to the 
therapist – and other parts of the health service? 

4. How are current expectations and experiences a 
result of the past – the relationship of 2. to 3.? 

5. Re-evaluate image of self for current relevance 
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Psychological & Strategic Effects: 
Deception 

• Adolescent, family and professionals focus 
on what can be said or talked about - 
symptoms  

– displacement and disguised problems. 

• This misleads everyone. It isn’t “lying”, but 
it deceives the self and others. 



Relation between classification and 
treatment 

• Strategy vs Behaviour 
• A vs C – no B in treatment 
• Parental personality related to strategy and Utr 

and Ul 
• Dp and learnt helplessness 
• «Ina» and psychosis 
• Importance of clinician’s strategy and loss/trauma 

experience 
• A – ‘flight into health’ 
• C – in long term treatment 
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Therapy «dances» 
 

 

 

Need to understand when 

• A strategy with A strategy, 

• C strategy with C strategy, 

• A strategy with C strategy,  

•      and reverse, 

• A/C and AC strategies 

• Trauma and loss: triggers which minimise utility of strategy. 
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Adaptation of «secure base» thinking to  
in-patient unit 

• The real world is full of risks. Admission needs to 
prepare for handling risk outside. 

• Institutions don’t have as goals to BE secure bases, but 
to enable homes to be as secure as possible.  

• Prime goal is enabling use of both Type A and C 
strategies when needed in a balanced way (=Type B) at 
a place which isn’t dangerous. 
– Cognitive and Affective information used reliably 

• Pts’ learning needs are for institution to be «safe-risky» 

• Enable family members to respect each others’ 
attachment strategies, and be aware when they are 
activated 
– Extend repertoire to enable others to feel secure 
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Health care workers 

• Atypical as regards attachment strategies 

• Doctors 
– obsessional, perfectionists, reduced ability to express care and 

emotions, productive at the expense of having fun, 
susceptibility to self-doubt and guilt, chronic emotional 
impoverishment, difficulties managing dependency and 
aggression                                     Gabbard et al; Krakowski; Vaillant et al 

• Psychotherapists 
– Disposed to affective attunement at cost of overlooking causal 

contingencies 
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Health professionals’ dispositional 
representations 

• Performance and Type A4 strategy 

• Compliance and Type A4 

• Caregiving and Type A3 

• Preoccupied with focus on affects and Type C 

 

• Experience with illness and Utr(ds) (p) (i) (dpl) 
etc 
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Clinician’s treatment dance 
Type A strategy meets patient using Type A strategy 

• Identifies external causal factors – chain analyses no 
problem. 

• Overlooks importance of affect 
– Better to identify other’s affect, than identify and use own 

– Overlook role played by each other’s negative affects. 

• Predisposed to paternalistic medical practice 
– patient will be grateful and solicit more paternalism. 

• Fails to achieve attunement with patient. 

• Responds with technical medicine. 
– Likes psychoeducation  



Type A with Type A 
• Preoccupied with satisfying each other – apparently fine 

parents, fine therapists and nice adolescents. 

• Can appear healthy, ie «affective balance» - whilst having 
somatic complaints. 

• Can be shocked and confused by «ina» (intruded negative 
affect) – the forbidden affects break through in a non-
functional way. 

• Pt. and Dr. will remain unclear about connection between 
affective somatic images and state of distress. 

• Treatment ends prematurely, but to mutual satisfaction. 
o Believe patient is better than she is 
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• Type A allow you to talk too much – try to listen to 
«silence» longer 

• Offer only what you can give 

• Attribute good intentions to the parents 
– If that is a challenge get a 3-generation perspective 

• Do not try to rescue the pt. from the parents 
because they are the best hope for the pt. over time 
– Fosterparents – more often Ul of own family members in 

childhood 
• Not ideally placed to help a youth who has just ‘lost’ his parents, 

whilst they must expect to loose the youth again in the future 
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Type C with Type C 

• Better to read own affects than to acknowledge 
and make use of the other’s affects. 

– But feel «in tune» with each other. 

• Because they each know that they twist display of 
own affects, they are aware that the other can be 
doing the same. 

• Tend to overlook the importance of identifying 
the contingencies associated with their affects. 

• Disposed to see the situation as worse than it is. 
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Type C with Type C 
• Preoccupied with escalating display of own affect to 

ensure own perspective dominates 
• Easy to be provoked by parents or youth, or be over 

concerned with providing comfort,  
• Therapists come to rely more on affective attunement than 

information on causal factors (Thinking fast, rather than 
slow). 

• Appear more ill than they are – lack of affective balance, 
whilst they are strong enough to deal with clear 
consequences to their own actions. 

• Disposed to demand unending services, which focus 
more on how they feel, rather than what they do. 
Become enmeshed in LONG treatment. 

• Not surprised by emotional outbursts (aggression/fear) 
– but can come to claim that they were. 
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• Patient feels understood. 

• Precipitating causal events not identified. 

• Problem likely to persist. 

• Yet patient will likely be content with lack of 

progress, so long as they are cared for. 



Type A therapist with 
Type C youth 

• Therapist in danger of allying themselves with 
parents, and fail to identify pt’s preoccupation 
with feeling. 

• Need to identify the distorted affective display, 
and give priority to identify contingencies to the 
behaviour. 

– Espy. anger in even numbered C and fear/need for 
care in the odd numbered C 

Often with Type A parent 
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Type A therapist with 
Type C youth 

• Problem to achieve an effective treatment 
alliance. 

• Probable that pt. will «slide out» of treatment 
– doesn’t feel understood or in-tune with 
therapist. 

• Patient starts doctor shopping. 

• Therapist doesn’t identify own role in the 
break-up, or that it reflects same process with 
parents in family. 
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Type C therapist with 
Type A youth 

• Therapist identifies the hidden and distorted affects 
– Patient likely to find this ‘foreign’, threatening and withdraw 

–   High danger for drop-out from treatment. 

• Risk that the contingencies to youth’s behaviour won’t 
be identified, and therapist preoccupied with the 
hidden affects. 

• Pt. relies on own resources, ie current stategy, to 
handle the therapist. 

Often with Type C parents 
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Type C therapist with 
Type A youth 

• Therapist and parents can be driven to be 

–  intrusive,  

– label pt’s emotions based on adult’s premises, 

–  without being accurate or functional in labels given 

– Therapist fails to see own role, and how it mirrors 
parents’ role. 

• Pt is kept in treatment by others without 
evidence of progress. 

• Therapist and parents need to acknowledge truth 
in pt’s answer: «I don’t know how I’m feeling». 
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Type C therapist with  
Type A youth 

• Fail to create a cognitive approach on which to 

build a treatment alliance – following up with 

focus on affects (may need to be up to 2 m 

later). 

Does this explain why we cannot expect an 
association between pt. satisfaction and 

treatment results? 
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• Make the strategy explicit – not a goal to change it 

• Know how the strategy functions for the pt 
– beware: Don’t reinforce the strategy, eg. reward Type C 

exaggerating and splitting feelings 

• Type A needs to accept and express neg. affect in a safe 
way 
– If parents have Type A begin with them 

• Parents to Type C youth need to respond to small subtle 
changes – ie before the pt needs to exaggerate display of 
affect 
– NB escalation happens very quickly, and with time even faster 

• If can’t change the context contingencies  limited goals 
for treatment 
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Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for 
the good of its victims may be the most 
oppressive. 

CS Lewis – God in the dock 



152 

Affects and responsibility: 
 Type A and Type C 

• Type A children and parents, and therapists, need to 
focus on their neg affects and how they express 
them. 

• Type C *** need to trivialise and limit expression of 
their neg affects. 

• Type A *** need to feel less responsible for their 
regrettable behaviour. 

• Type C *** need to take more responsibility for their 
regrettable behaviour. 
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«Love and compassion are necessities, 
not luxuries. Without them humanity 
cannot survive.»     
      Dalai Lama 
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Love and compassion…. 

• ….are needed to surmount biases in processing 
information. 

• Radical acceptance (ses DBT literature) and Radical 
openness (see RO-DBT literature, Lynch) 

• Live in the present (mindfulness) 
– Type A preoccupied with the past and what they did 

wrong, and what they can do for others in the future. 
– Type C preoccupied with their future, and how others have 

let them down in the past. 

• Maturana & Varela (1988): "We have only the world 
that we bring forth with others, and only love helps 
us bring it forth." 
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Balanced doctors 

• Less involvement with the Type C patient’s 
complaints 

• Work at interpersonal engagement around the 
Type A patient’s complaints – include reading the 
hidden/disguised emotions and what is not talked 
about 

• Radically accept the validity of the symptoms and 
extend illness language 

• Present more challenging tasks for their patients 

– psychological for Type A pts 

– practical and concrete for Type C pts 

– identify causal connections when pt does not expect it 
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Know yourself! 
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